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Edenpure heater repair near me

The time when working with an electric or gas boiler, you should consider this water heater essential. A guide for owners to troubleshoot and troubleshoot common problems with an electric boiler. Many repairs do not require a professional plumber. Here are some quick troubleshooting tips to get hot water back. Learn how to deal with
common problems with electric, gas and tankless water heaters. You might be able to do it yourself. Replacing a boiler can be one of the more expensive items the home faces. Here's step by step how I replace mine and decide for myself if it's something you can do. If your boiler is leaking, what are you going to do? How do you know
where it's flowing from? Learn how to find the leak, decide if it's something you can fix and ways to extend the life of the water tank here in this center. We all had a pilot boiler lamp, but do you know how to light it again? Here are a few different techniques for re-illumination, whether open or sealed. The temperature/pressure exhaust valve
(T&amp;p) is an important mechanism for safe operation of a water heater. This article shows how to check your T&amp;P valve and replace it if it doesn't work properly. Flushing and draining your hot water heater is a basic maintenance that is easy to operate. Learn how to drain the tank quickly and improve recovery time and efficiency
of your boiler. Save money, get tips and increase the life of the water tank with these easy-to-follow instructions. One day, your hot water heater will need help. Learn how to remove and replace thermostats and heating elements. What factors should you consider before buying a high-performance boiler? And how can you make your old
boiler more environmentally friendly if you can't afford a new one? Instructions on how to replace a hot water heater, a task most homeowners can do quite easily and enroll significantly in the cost of plumbing. Is your electric boiler broken? Don't call the plumber! Here are step-by-step instructions for troubleshooting and repairing yourself.
Jump to the main contentHome car family Handyman A leaking heater hose will stop your car dead in these are tracks, but with an overhaul kit you can fix the hose yourself, even in the middle of no where, and move again in an hour. From the DIY experts of Family Handyman MagazineYou can also like: TBDTime an hour or
lessComplexity BeginnersBone less than $ 20Pots heaters repair Open your hood everything and let everything cool down, Do not mess with the radiator cap or anything else! Don't touch anything until you can make it so comfortable. to get a serious burn. You may have to wait up to 45 minutes. While the engine is cooling, look for splits
or tears in the hoses. The signal signs for a blown hose will be sprayed on the engine and under the hood. This does not mean that you have hose, however. It may be a damaged thermostat that caused the radiator cap to be released. If the cap has a release of the pressure that is released, the engine may only be overheated, but if the
cap is intact and you can see a leak in the heater hose, you will be able to fix it. Once the engine has cooled, remove the radiator cap. Put the cap back on after correction. Look for a leak along the length of the hose heaterCarefully check the hose from the water pump back to the inlet and outlet of the heater near the firewall (the back of
the engine compartment). Cut out the bad part of the hose The leakage can be the installation of a water pump or even the core of the heater. If so, you will not need to use the clutch; simply cut off the bad end from the hose, stretch the hose and re-re-open it back to if the leak is on the hose, cut it out at leakage and remove the bad part.
Press the hose firmly on the clutchCae the coolant to the compound as a lubricant. Place one end and tighten the clamp on it. Then slide the second bracket over the hose and press the other end of the joint into the hose. Hose connectors Connectors are available in several sizes. Check your hose before you buy. Tighten the
clampsMake sure that the hose has slipped on the clutch and tighten both brackets. Not the cowboy hoses; they can be fragile and need replacing. Add water to the tank or radiator or drive (no more than 10 minutes!) to the nearest place you can get a coolant. This correction is not permanent, so save to check the hoses and cooler. You
drive during scrubbing a little late for a meeting, when the steam begins to spew around the edges of the hood. Your car has just blown out a heating hose and the coolant has evaporated as it drains onto the warm engine. We can't make you feel any better about what happened, but we can help you get back on the road for a reasonable
period of time. If your car is more than 6 years old, there is no doubt that the radiator and heating hoses have seen better days. Next time you are in the auto store, take a set containing a hose heater clutch as shown and a pair of clamps. The kit doesn't cost much and is a good insurance policy. Just be sure that you also carry a
flashlight, a pocket knife and a set of screwdrivers (basic tools you always need on board). Look what you're going to do if your car blows cold air. Necessary tools for this projectThere are the necessary tools for this DIY project before you start - you will save time and disappointment.4-in-1 screwdriverFlashlightRags You will also need
pocketknifeRequired Materials for this Last-Minute Shopping Project, like all yours ready in advance. Here's a list. Heating hoseHose clampsWater or cooler No hot water? Quickly diagnose and repair your boiler problem with this comprehensive comprehensive Guide. Video, drawings and easy-to-understand step-by-step tips show you
how to fix your boiler. This article will show you how to troubleshoot and fix both gas problems and an electric storage boiler. If you have a contactless water heater that doesn't work, please see Repairs.To tank without water heater you need, choose your specific problem: • No hot water anywhere in the house• hot water not working in
part of the house• No hot water in an apartment • Water not hot enough • Not enough hot water in the morning • Hot water has low pressure or no pressure• Hot water is too hot Water heater or electric? For many boiler repairs, there is a difference whether the boiler is gas or electric. These links will take you down the page to HomeTimes
tips for each type: Gas boiler Troubleshooting and repairsElectric boiler Removal and repairs Both types of heat water differently. Find water heater Repair Pro near youGet free offers now! To understand the difference, look for a diktom. A combustion device that burns fuel as gas must push the exhaust gases outdoors through smoke
(round chimney pipe). Smoke indicates that the boiler burns gas or other combustion fuel, such as propane. In addition, the gas boiler has a gas pipe to it, pilot light, and a burner at the bottom of the hot water tank. The burner is usually behind a small metal access panel or viewing door. If you look past the access panel or the observation
door, you should see a flame, unless the pilot light has gone out. The electric boiler does not produce gas fuel, so there is no smoke on top. However, it has an electrical cable or channel that connects it to an electric panel. There are one or two thermostats on the side of the tank. Water heater diagramsElectric (left) and gas (right) Water
heater diagramsTips of topNo hot water anywhere in the houseThere is no hot water throughout the house is by far the most common complaint of a boiler. This usually indicates that the gas or electric heating elements of the water heater do not produce heat. To make sure your entire house is without hot water, check every tap and hot
water fixture. If you find that one or more bodies have hot water, switch to Hot Water, which does not work in part of the house. Next, tap the front water pressure valve (TP) and the hot water pipe above the boiler (see the water heater diagrams above). If you feel warm, your boiler probably works. Hot water can be clogged somewhere in
the pipes between the boiler and the gadgets. Of course, the TP valve or pipe can still be warm if the boiler stops working within the last 3 or 4 hours, because the water inside will still be warm. If the TP or the output pipe is cold, the boiler does not work for several hours. If this is the case and warm water is not available in any attachment
place, do the following. Since the methods for fixing the problem may depend on whether your boiler is gas or electric, they are discussed separately below. We'il discuss the gas boilers first. if your boiler is electric, jump down the page of No Hot Water-Electric Water Heater. Amazon's TP valves• Electric water heaters• Gas boilersTurn
hot water - gas heater If a gas heater is not heated, a common problem is that the pilot light is out. This may be due to the gas valve, gas supply or, more likely, from the thermocouple located next to the pilot light. The following training video for boiler people service is excellent for troubleshooting problems with gas boiler. Jump forward to
the 11:15 marker in the video if you want to jump to deal with no hot water. Gas boiler Troubleshooting VideoHere is the procedure:First, look inside the inspection window at the bottom of the small flame boiler tank: the pilot light. In some cases, this may seem like a small LED light. In fact, it can be so small that you will have to dim the
room lamps to see it. If the lights are out, follow the boiler instructions or the details below to rearrange the pilot light. In the following video you can see that the most common reason for the lack of hot water in the gas boiler is that the pilot light has gone out. This can happen if the gas supply is cut off, the gas valve is switched off or the
wind gust blows the pilot light. This video takes you through the process of re lighting the pilot light of a typical boiler. The good thing about this video is that the servicer is working on an actual boiler, not a disassembled model like the one in the video above. For more information about this, read on. How to light a gas boiler to overload the
pilot light of a boiler like the one shown in the above video: Hold down the key and press the root button repeatedly. A spark should ignite the pilot when you click the lighter. When the pilot ignites, keep holding the switch for one minute. During this minute, the pilot flame heats the thermocouple or thermopilana. This device, when heated,
provides a small amount of electricity needed to operate the boiler valve. After one minute, slowly release the switch and make sure that the pilot's light remains lit. If it does not remain lit, repeat the process. If the pilot light of the boiler does not light up, if the pilot flame does not light up when you click on the rooter, look to see if a small
spark is happening from the pilot. If necessary, dimmed the room lighting. If there is a spark, a spark, the pilot project. The reason may be:• Air in the gas pipe. If the boiler was installed new, the pipeline is probably full of air. You will need to clear this air from the line by holding down the control lever for longer.• The gas valve of the
pipeline can be turned off. Make sure it's open. The valve handle must be parallel to the pipe.• The thermocouple may be defective. See more how to pair a thermocouple with a water heater below. Call someone who repairs water if you don't have the tools or skills to handle it.• Low gas pressure or an incorrect gas control valve can also
cause pilot light to come out repeatedly. Call your gas company or person to repair a boiler if you suspect this is the case. If the pilot flame continues to come out, if the pilot ignites but continues to extinguish, its opening may be contaminated and clogged, making the flame small and unstable. Check to make sure there are no obvious dirt
and debris to clog. If the pilot indicator comes out after you start it, click on the high-limit reset key (sometimes called a door switch) located next to the observation door at the bottom of the water tank. Watch the video at the top of this article and go to the 6:30 p.m. point in it to see details on how to reset this key. Just press the button on
this key and listen for one click. Then try to illuminate the pilot again. If it still does not shine, the problem is almost always a defective thermocouple. It's a cheap part - about $ 20. A professional installation that we recommend, unless you're an experienced do-it-yourselfer, should cost about $150, part included. The replacement
instructions are in the video below. Back to the topVideo: How to replace with a thermocoupleA water heater malfunctioning thermocouplecouple is a common cause of problems with the gas boiler. The pilot's light may not remain lit if the thermocouple is damaged. If you are comfortable, you can adjust, clean or replace this part yourself.
The following video shows how to diagnose and fix or replace a thermocouple. Make sure you turn off the power valve before working on these parts. When finished, turn on the gas again, freshen the pilot's flame as described above, and see if the burner is working properly. This video does a particularly good job of detailing how to
remove the installation of a thermocouple and burner, and how to replace it. Once the burner and the installation of the thermocouple have been re-installed and the gas distribution valve is switched on, turn over the pilot's flame as described above. Water heater burner TroubleshootingWhen the pilot remains switched on as it should
when working properly, turn the gas valve on on. Burner to ignite. If the burner ignites, turn the thermostat back to a suitable heat setting. Your hot water heater should work now. If the burner does not continue, set the thermostat to about 120 degrees F. and turn on a tap of hot water. Wait a few to see if the boiler burner is ignited. If it
does not ignite, let the hot water flow and try to lower and then raise the disc temperature until the burner ignites. If it still does not ignite, turn off the hot water and read. The gas valve and the thermostat of the water heater may be defective. Gas leak. If you smell like gas – garlic-like aroma, turn the gas regulator to OFF (you may need to
press down to turn it on). Wait until the smell of gas dissipates before re-illuminating the pilot light. If the smell of gas is strong and does not dissipate, immediately turn off the gas supply valve, ventilate the space and call a plumber or your gas company from a remote location. Explore useful products on Amazon• TP valves•
Thermocouples• Electric water heaters• Gas boilersWater heater gas valve TroubleshootingSabthis basic types of water heaters are usually used in water storage boilers: mechanical and electronic. These two valves are discussed in detail in the following video and video at the top of this article. If you are a professional professional or a
keen gastronava and want to understand the differences between the classic mechanical gas valves and the newer electronic gas valve, watch the video here. It also discusses how to diagnose and deal with problems. Mechanical gas valve. Repair people talk a lot about classic mechanical valves, because they have served tried and



faithful for decades. You can replace a simple part, such as a thermocouple, without replacing the main component. Electronic gas valve. Many newer water heaters use a new electronic control valve called Honeywell Smart Controller. Useful for diagnosis, it has flashing lights that inform you or the caregiver about the condition of the
boiler. As you might expect, this controller is more expensive than a mechanical gas valve, as well as its spare parts. Replacing this can cost $300 to $400 installed. Back to topNo Hot Water — Electric water heaterWhen an electric boiler does not heat water, the power of the boiler is interrupted or the controls or heating elements do not
work. Always turn off the power supply of an electric boiler before working on it. And never work on it if the water is pouring on the floor near the appliance. Turn off the chain to the boiler and call a qualified person to repair a boiler. Perform these diagnostics: Find boiler repair pro near youGet free offers now! 1 Make sure the electricity is
supplied to the appliance. Check the main switch of the boiler and the circuit breaker (or fuse) that serves the boiler. If the circuit breaker has actuated, reset the circuit breaker by all the way to OFF. If a fuse is burnt, replace it with a new fuse with the same rating. If the circuit breaker or fuse call a qualified electrician to check and repair
Note that the water heater should not share a chain with another appliance – it draws too much energy when heated.2 Check the transition to the high temperature water heater. Open the panel and look for a reset button. Press it. If the button does not issue a click or you still do not have power after pressing it, then your high temperature
transition switch is probably bad. Call a person to repair an electric boiler.3 If there is water in the compartment, this can lead to a malfunction of the thermostat. Water leakage means your boiler may need to be replaced. See The boiler is expiring.If these steps do not solve the problem, the problem may be one or two heating elements.
You can replace these yourself, following the manufacturer's instructions, or call a boiler service professional. See the following video for more help. Video: No hot water – electric water heaterHere are two useful videos that show how to troubleshoot an electric water heater that does not have hot water. In most cases, if the boiler is not
heating, the electrical elements in it do not heat up. This can happen because the circuit breaker that controls the boiler is repelled, the thermostat has stopped working or the electrical elements are defective. To see more about troubleshooting and repairing the electric water heater, see this video:If you find that the heater needs
replacing, check out the information video below by Dan Gilles. Pay attention to the fact that even after the circuit breaker is turned off, the power of the boiler is still turned on. - NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO, NO This video shows you how to avoid this potentially shocking mistake, if not deadly! A particularly useful aspect of this video is that
Mr. Gilles shows you how to remove the heater when the tank is still full of water. This saves you from the need to drain all the water heater. Don't forget to turn off the power first! Also turn off the water of the boiler and release the pressure by lifting the lever of the TP valve, as it shows. Note: If the boiler stops working more than a few
hours ago, the water spill will be hot. Tools and consumables you will need:• Cheap boiler element • Replacing a boiler item • Phillips screwdriver • Voltage measurement• Towel boiler meter This video does a good job of illustrating how to make sure the electric current flows to the electric boiler. Like the video directly above, it also shows
how to test the thermostat and elements, but it does a particularly good job of showing details such as the exact screws and multimeter test terminals and how to use a multimeter. to topOut water Does not work in part of the houseE not without having two or more heaters, hot water in part of your house means that the boiler works. But
something keeps the hot water from traveling to the taps or bodies that don't work. The possibilities are: • Cross-connection. If you get full pressure on the hot water side of your taps, but not hot water, then the problem is probably not a valve or blockage. In this case, there may be a cross-link in the plumbing. A transverse connection can
be obtained in a failed shower valve (or mixing valve) that allows cold water to pass to the hot side, leaving cold water in the hot water pipe. Or it can happen if a plumber makes an error installing pipes.• Closed valve. If there is a hot water pipe valve that comes out of the tank and goes to the non-working bodies, make sure that the dock
is open.• Mineral deposits in the pipes. If the old steel water pipes have never been replaced, they can be filled with deposits that limit the water flow. Or chunks of the mineral deposits may have been broken loose by pipes or the inside of the boiler and traveled through the pipes to a place where they were found (like the elbow), blocking
the water flow.• Ice if the pipes have frozen recently. Frozen pipes can limit the flow to part of the house. See how to repair frozen plumbing. Of course, if the weather is not frozen, this is not the problem.• Distance. If the boiler is away from gadgets that do not receive hot water, the pipes from the boiler can pass through unheated space
such as a basement or loft, where they release their heat. Once the pipes are heated, that won't be a problem. The answers to this question are turning the heat dial of the boiler, isolating the hot water pipes, moving the boiler, installing a second boiler or adding a recirculation pump system. Pipe insulation reduces heat losses through hot
water pipes. If you can access your hot water pipes, from the basement, for example, put foam water pipe insulation sleeves on them.• Water recirculation pump system. If you have one of these, a defective non-return valve can allow cold water in the hot water pipe. Back to the topUn't hot water in an apartmentOne of the disadvantages
of apartment life is that you are not necessarily in control of your own boiler. In addition, the use of your neighbors can affect the supply of hot water if you share with a water heater. The first step should be to contact your landlord and warn him about the problem. Although it cannot be specified by your rent, your landlord is responsible for
providing a healthy and safe space. Hot water is considered essential for a healthy lifestyle. Documenting your complaint in writing is a good idea. Someone will need to find out if your device is hot water problems. If it is the only one, the plumber must be sent to check the Plumbing. If not, construction pipes and water heaters will need to
be fixed. The problems that can limit your hot water are the same as those discussed above. With that in mind, the repairs will be the same. If you are lucky, the solution will relight the pilot flame as described above for gas water heating or reset a switch for electric water heating. Explore useful Amazon products • TP valves•
Thermocouples• Electric water heaters• Gas boilers Back to TopWater Not enough To do something else, adjust the boiler temperature control to hot. On the gas boiler, he's in gas control. On an electric boiler this is the control of the thermostat for the elements. Wait a minute, then check the water temperature on a tap. Do not overdo it –
the water should not swing hot. If the heat increase does not work, the submersible pipe that delivers cold water to the tank can be broken or cracked. (You can see this in the illustration above.) This plastic pipe should direct cold water to the bottom of the boiler tank. However, if this pipe breaks or splits (which usually happens over time),
cold water is poured into the top of the tank and mixed with the hot water that is on its way to the hot water pipes. The result is lukewarm water. Either replace the water heater with a water heater (HomeAdvisor), or if the boiler is out of warranty and shows other signs of age, consider replacing it – the new boiler is likely to work more
efficiently. You can see more about how to replace the immersive video in Ron Hazelton below. Back to TopNot insufficient hot waterFor rather general water heater problem is that the boiler does not produce enough hot water. In other words, the problem is the amount of hot water available. You can try raising the temperature of the
boiler as described directly above. If temperature regulation doesn't work, try the boiler troubleshooting methods below. First turn on the water heater control valve if you do not receive enough warm water. Never hot enough If it seems that you never have enough hot water in your home, your boiler may be too small. If you've never had
enough hot water or your hot water needs have increased due to a large new bath or high-flow shower cabin, you'll probably need to get a new, larger boiler. Look at our water heaters Guide.Be be sure to look at the contactless water heaters, because with this type you never run out of hot water. Not hot enough latelyIf your boiler delivers
less hot water lately (lately you have had enough hot water), but not now), first check water heater as discussed above. Then continue with the following tips for troubleshooting boiler problems. This problem may caused by: • Cold weather. In cold weather, your boiler should work harder to heat the cold water coming from the water
supply. In addition, the water cools more as it travels through pipes that pass through unheated spaces. Adjust the boiler to a slightly hotter temperature to make up for the cold.• Water heater with leaking tank. You'il probably know if it's leaking, but just in case, check her base for traces of water. If it is a leak, see the boiler is flowing.•
Accumulation of sediments. Over time, the mineral deposits collect at the bottom of the boiler. They eventually accumulate. When they do, they reduce the transfer of heat to the water. This reduces the efficiency of the boiler and its ability to warm the water. The answer is to flush the boiler tank, which removes deposits. Attach the hose to
the water heater drain valve and flush the tank. Back to TopNo Hot Water In The MorningA the boiler is actually the thermostat is a heat drinker that expands and shrinks with changes in the water temperature in the boiler. It is less accurate than an oven or air conditioner thermostat, so the temperature swings up to 30 degrees or more
are normal. Note that the water sitting in the pipes is cold, especially in the morning. When you turn on the first shower, the cold water is moved to the boiler. But the boiler burner didn't have time to warm it up. So it mixes with the warm water in the tank and travels to the shower head like lukewarm water. You can try to turn into a
temperature adjustment valve a little, but be careful not to make the water burn hot! Back to the upperUpwater there is low pressure or Without pressureFirst, determine whether the problem is only with hot water or whether it has hot and cold water. Low pressure of hot and cold waterIf both cold and hot water pressure are low, this low
water pressure is caused by: • Partially closed shut-off valve. Incoming water passes through at least one shut-off valve before it reaches your home. The first one's three feet away. See How to turn off the water of luminaires or the house for places of different valves. Make sure the valves are open by turning them completely
counterclockwise. Check all valves.• Low pressure is supplied by the water supply company. Call the water department and ask what the water pressure should be in your home. You can buy a cheap pressure meter online or in a home center. Screw this on an external hose tap and fully open the faucet. Good pressure is between 45 and
55 psi. If your pressure is below 40 psi, it is low. Investigate as plumber install water pressure amplifier. But don't overdo it: Pressure over 80 psi will lead to excessive plumbing wear. • Physical restriction of Or some of the may be too small or, if they are galvanized steel pipes, they can be clogged with mineral deposits. Replacing pipes is
the only answer to this. Get a plumber. For more, please see How to solve water pressure problems.Find water heater repair pro near youGet free offers now! Only low hot water pressureTrace the same advice as directly above, but keep in mind that you narrowed the problem only to the pressure of hot water. That means the reason is
somewhere between the boiler and the bodies. Most likely, the culprit is a partially closed valve, constricted like old steel pipes clogged with deposits or too small pipes, or a piece of deposits is broken loose by the boiler and stuck in a hot water pipe. The next step in diagnosing a problem with the low pressure of hot water is to determine
where the problem exists. In one part of the house, in the shower in a bathroom, or in the kitchen sink? Low hot water pressure throughout the house or several bodiesIf you have low hot water pressure throughout the house or throughout the area (such as a bath), make sure that there are no partially closed valves of the hot water pipes
that serve them. If the pressure drop was sudden, it could have been caused by a leak somewhere in the system. If you don't find any traces of a leak, assume that the cause is probably a piece of the deposits in the pipe somewhere. If the problem is chronic, re-piping will probably be necessary to solve it. Either way, call a plumber. Low
pressure of hot water from the shower headPolished by the shower head of hot water is often caused by mineral deposits with limestone, clogging the head of the shower. Here's how to dissolve mineral deposits in a shower head:Fill a rechargeable plastic bag with equal parts white vinegar and hot water. Place this bag over the shower
head so that the head is completely submerged and fasten it with rubber bands or twist tie. Allow the solution to dissolve the deposits for several hours. Remove the bag and turn on the shower to rinse the shower head and wash the deposits. If this does not help, see How to change a shower head for instructions on how to remove it.
Look for a small plastic disc – a flow limiter. Remove this disc, reassemmm the head and try to bathe again. Low pressure of hot water from TapThe first look to see if the tap has an aerator screwed at the end of the throat. If this happens, unscrew the aerator and rinse its screen, holding it upside down under a strong stream of water. If
you need pliers to break its connection with the throat, first wrap the aerator with duct tape, so as not to cry the coating with the pliers. If the tap spout shows signs of mineral deposits in the limestone scale, dissolve them as described above for shower heads. Another reason for loss of in a mixer is the discrepancy of its interior works.
Please see how to fix tap leakage for disassembly and repair repair Hot water pressure In the washing machineS turn off the hot water supply valve. Then remove the hot water supply hose from the back of the washing machine. Check the inlet valve of the hose and/or at the inlet of the water on which the hose is screwed for a small
screen designed to capture any residues in the water supply. With the help of a small screwdriver, carefully kick out the screen. Rinse the screen thoroughly and reinsert it. Back to TopHot Water is too hot, the first thing to do if your hot water is too hot is to reduce the temperature control of the water heater. Pay attention to the current
setting (or mark it with a pen), and then refer it to the cooler setting, wait a few hours and see if the problem is resolved. If not, continue with the following boiler troubleshooting tips: Mark the boiler keyboard and set it to a lower setting. If steam or too hot water is burning from the taps or you hear boiling sounds inside the boiler, the
appliance may not turn off at the set temperature. This condition can be dangerous, since hot water and steam can vaporized people, and because the boiler can burst from excess pressure. Note: The sound of boiling water is not the same as noise near the base of the boiler caused by mineral sludge being pushed by the heat. The high
temperature limiter down to the observation door at the bottom of the tank should protect the boiler from overheating. Watch the video at the top of this article and go to the 6:30 mark in the video to learn how to reset this key. Press the button on this switch and listen for one click. If it doesn't work, it will have to be replaced. The operation
of a temperature pressure relief valve (TP) is to release excessive pressure from the accumulation of steam, but the TP valve may have been installed incorrectly or may have been damaged. Check the TP valve. Lift or remove the lever of this valve. Water should be drained from the overflow pipe. If the valve does not work, turn off the
water heater temperature and let the water cool, then replace the water heater safety valve. Back to the topCovering boilers &amp; troubleshooting was last modified: October 14, 2020 by Don Vandervoort, HomeTips © 1997 to 2020Jo in conversation
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